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TREATING ALLERGIES

WITH CHLORINE

DIOXIDE?

Allergies are one of the biggest

explosion-issues of our

generation.  It is also grouped

with the general explosion of

‘Autoimmune disease’.

Clo2 effectively stops infections,

inflammation and overall

irritations fairly quickly as it

clears the body of pathogens

and toxins.  It typically works

faster than traditional

pharmaceutical products as well

as other herbal and alternative

medicine treatments.

Generally, as soon as the

molecule comes in contact with

the area that is infected or

inflamed, there is noticeable

improvement in the condition.

As the body becomes free from

these foreign influences that

cloud up the homeostatic

balance of function, it is better

able to defend itself against

future external influences like

pollens, dust, foods, toxins etc.

Treatments for allergies are

actually very simple within the

protocols with MMS and CDS.

Additionally, the treatments are

extremely simple compared to

the slew of over-the-counter

pharmaceutical drugs that you

can purchase at the

grocery/drugstores and other

treatments from medical

specialists at traditional doctors

offices.

The most common treatment is

the Protocol 1000 with

MMS or the Protocol C with

CDS, which lasts up to 21 days.

This protocol may need to be

repeated another time or two

with a 6-12 month period in

order to more fully rid the body

of the toxins and pathogens that

lead to allergic reactions.

Occasionally, the Protocol

3000 may be needed if there

are deep skin lesions or other

tissue damage.

Additionally, if the allergies are

related to skin issues, you will

want to use the skin protocols

with MMS or CDS.  These are

heavier potencies (heavier than

what you would drink) which

are applied topically to the

surface areas several times a day

for treatments. Spray bottles

are commonly used to spread

the Clo2 mix on the surface

areas.   In some particular skin

cases, you may also consider

doing a bath protocol where

you put between 25-50 activated

drops of MMS in a clean tub of

warm water to soak in.

TESTIMONIALS

(Unedited with Initials):

(Brian S. - Yeah, this one is

mine)

I have had problems with milk

and dairy products for most of

my life.  I later found out that it

was something called Lactose

Intolerance where my

intestines were not able to

digest milk very well.  Every

time I had more than a little bit

of dairy food or drinks, I would

get stomach aches, cramps,

bloating with gas and have

unpleasant trips to the

bathroom.  Additionally, I have

had sinus issues with regular

infections and drainage.  My

doctors had given me various

different antibiotics and

antihistamines as well as

flonase.  All of these give some

relief but no lasting help.  When

I was about 50 years old, I

started taking Chlorine Dioxide

for some other issues with

sinuses.  Within a week, my

sinuses were clear and I’ve

never had an infection since that

time (almost 2 years now and
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counting).  At that time, I did

the protocol 1000 and then

went on a maintenance level of

Clo2 doses.  A couple of months

later, I did another protocol

1000 (3 weeks) as a detox.  It

was about that time that I

realized that milk and dairy

products were not affecting me

anymore.  Since that second

time doing a protocol, I have not

had any of the lactose

intolerance problems ever

again.  Its been a year and a half

of no issues!  I have learned

more about how my problem

was an issue with the gut being

out of balance and

malfunctioning.  I believe that it

is corrected now.  It was an

unexpected benefit of taking

Clo2, but I have since found out

that many others have had their

allergies disappear since

starting with Chlorine dioxide.

(Jon)

My family and I have been

taking MMS for 3 + years now

and it has done wonders for all

of us. Spring allergies

symptoms first started when I

was 14 (about 31 years ago). I

realized that my allergies we

100% gone when Spring came

around the following year.

(Anon)

My sister suffers from allergies

in the body for 25 years and

goes every year several times to

the hospital and she is given

cortisone,  so I advised her to

take MMs and she did not

hesitate to take MMs2 capsules

and told me that she has not

suffered from allergies for

several months and she is

impressed and happy.

(Jerzy)

My son suffer from severe

allergy for 23 years and no any

doctors could help him. I learn

the basic of MMS and I cured

my son within three weeks. It is

already four years and my son

still remain free of allergy 100%.

I started use it for other diseases

(on me and my family) and we

are remain 100% healthy. No

more antibiotics – PERIOD.

I cured my arthritis within a

days – no doctors can cure for

12 years.

ANY COMMENTS Dr. Sircus???

Are you get paid like other

doctors by “BIG PHARMA”???

Open your eyes, do not be blind

and do not bull ……. us please

!!!!!

(Anon)

MMS works and works very very

well for all pathogenic diseases,

flu, colds, malaria, fungus or

mold problems. It is oxygen.

Oxygen kills anaerobic bacteria

and other pathogens. I use it

daily in distilled (remineralized)

drinking water. My allergies are

completely gone. I never get the

flu. Other friends no longer have

hay fever or allergies, and are

never sick. Several years of daily

use and I only feel BETTER !

FOLLOW the Jim Humble

(Former NASA engineer) MMS

protocol (find it online free). I'm

not a doctor and cannot

diagnose or give medical advice,

but I am still allowed to give my

opinion, so far. In the future,

we'll see how much freedom to

speak that we have remaining.

I did not buy from this vendor

but it is the same product. It's a

natural water purifier used in

the majority of American city

drinking water systems. The

majority of people in America

drink it already everyday. The

difference is that what is drunk

in the city water is already

oxidized (used up) and not as

able to kill the pathogens in out

body because it already killed all

the pathogens in the water. We

drink lots of it and it has been

used for more than 70 years in

America, proven safe by the

federal gov't every single time.

However if a person takes too

much of many products (like

taking too much aspirin,a

normally safe pain killer) it

would become unhealthy. Take

the protocol amount by Jim

Humble MMS online free

directions and enjoy the result.

I am NOT a doctor and cannot

diagnose or prescribe (if I don't

say it the AMA gets to set me up

by using the word "cure"

illegally, in the legalistic term of

"cure"). So I didn't say "cure". I

did say that for several years

now I no longer have several

pathogen based problems,

ZERO problems.

Study all you can on your own,

discern truth by studying
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methodically and completely.

Educate yourself. Don't wait for

any gov't agency to tell you what

to do. Don't give up your free

will.

(John)

You're doing a great job with the

CDS; sure helping with my food

allergies that I have had for 6

years. Recommending to others,

thanks.

(Caz)

My partner and I are doing the

Protocol 1000 for a general

detox and are at day 10. If we

don't have an illness or known

disease is it best not to so the

full 3 weeks but go back to the

maintenance dose? The only

problem this solved is my

allergies but that was taken care

of at the maintenance dose.

Thanks. (Genesis II Church

answer: There is no problem

doing 3 weeks when you have no

sickness. I do the 3 week detox a

couple of times per year. Even

without outward signs of

sickness, our bodies get full of

toxins that can cause health

problems later in life. Doing the

periodic 3 week detox is a good

way to help deal with toxin

buildup and other issues that we

may not initially notice. The

daily maintenance dose will also

help in this area, but the 3 week

detox has superior benefits)

(Anon)

Been on the protocol for 7 weeks

now. Started with "THE

STARTING PROCEDURE. " I

was able to work up to 3 drops

of MMS1 over about a two week

period of time. I added 1 drop of

DMSO then 3 days later, 2 drops

of DMSO. It took it to another

level for sure. Got that Hirx

syndrome which tells me it was

working in overdrive. I went

down to 2 drops mms1, then 1

drop because of the diarrhea.

Jordan told me to back off and

keep it slow and steady. Now

between 2 and 3 drops and

feeling great. I use dmso

topically and started with baths.

(Up to 150 drops) feels great!

Attached are pics of me with

cats. Been allergic all my life.

My eyes would swell, chest

would get tight and throat

would itch. Used to be

unbearable. Today i spent 30

minutes at a shelter with all

kinds of cats in three different

rooms. All i felt was a little

running nose. This shit (dung)

works!!! Starting to help

co-workers friends family.

Unbelievable!!!! NO ONE CAN

ARGUE MY RESULTS!!!! Real

science boys! I plan on doing

protocol for 4 months. Then

maintenance and that liver

cleanse. Will keep you posted.

The guy who took the pic is

ordering his sacraments today!

He was waiting to see how the

cat thing went! God bless and

looking forward to the next

podcast!!! Grateful, Edson

Castillo Rev. #1993

(Eric)

I was very allergic to honey

before taking mms and now I

can eat honey with no problem.

Thank you and best regards.

(Vera)

this is my day three on mms 2.

i am having mms mostly for my

chronic allergies and temporal

acne.

i was very sceptic at first. it took

me months to really intake this

orally.

On day 1 of having mms my

allergies still continued. on day

2 i had no allergic symptoms at

all. now its day three and it

continues the same way.

i want to add that i did not

recieve any side effects except a

bit of bloating and gaz.

i will keep posting my progress

on this website.

I want to add a note that i am

taking probiotics while having

mms as i read somewhere that it

might effect healthy bacteria.

What do you think Jim

Humble? also, should i be

taking mms for 3 weeks even if

my symptoms of allergy are fully

gone?

This is my day 6. my allergy

symptoms are 90 % gone!! i

have already tried eating things

that i am allergic to and barely

got any reaction.

my headache that i experienced

in the begining of taking mms is

gone as i read i have to drink

more water during mms 2.

one thing i am a bit concerened

about is that i started getting

pimples on my face and its

getting more every day. today,
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when i tried to wipe the pimple

with mms 1, one of my pimple

broke and so the blood started

going out of it. the blood didnt

stop for about 5 min. this was

very rare as usually the blood

doesnt go on that long. any way,

i asked some body and

researched regarding my

pimples and recieved some

information saying that it's part

of the cleanese.

hopefully thats true,

God Bless,

(Walter)

Dear Jim Humble sir, I have a

farm hand that has an allergy in

eating Dried Squid. We had

dinner that night and we were

eating dried Squid. after about

15 minutes of eating the stuff his

Arm skin, Face and neck started

to puffed up color red all over

his body, his body start to bloat

and itch all over. His throat

started to constrict making his

breathing difficult for him if not

for the MMS 2 (calcium

Hypochlorite) I immediately

give him. It was about thirty

minutes after taking MMS 2

that he begun to breath more

easily and all redness of his skin

and bloated body part start to

dissapear. It was a relief that his

allergy to Dried Squid got cured

in about 25 to 30 minutes. It

was so amazing how Calcium

Hypochlorite was able to control

an allergy. One question: Does it

mean that the allergy reaction

was cause by bacteria? Virus or

Mold or toxic fungus from the

dried Squid? I need your

openion on this matter. Thanks

Walter O. Lituan

(titinglituan@yahoo.com.ph)

(Nkele)

In December 2011 my husband

and I went to Zambia for

holidays. In my fourth day at

Lusaka I heard an outbreak on

my chest of red sores. I packed

MMS but forgot the bottle of

citric acid. I was frustrated and

upset. Then Iremembered I

could also use lemon. I did the

mixture and pre boiled water

and let it cool. I didn't think of

applying it on my chest. I only

thought of drinking it. I mixed 4

drops with 20 drops of freshly

squeezed lemon juice. In the

evening those sores were gone.

When we  got back home in

Johannesburg it was in January.

Three months later we relocated

to a mining town. I was worried

about acid mine drainage and I

didn't want to take any chances

of drinking tap water. Since

then, we pour tap water in 2 five

liter jugs mixed with MMS and

fresh lemon. At first we used

citric acid but we were unhappy

with some white particles

floating in the water. Anyway,

here's the best part: no one in

my 7 member household fell

sick in winter, except for my 8

year old who kept walking in

socks around the house. He was

used to our previous carpeted

home. The new home was tiled.

In September our Labrador was

poisoned. We didn't take it to a

Vet. We prayed for it, anointed

it with oil and prepared MMS

solution for it in its water. He

refused to eat for two days and

that was before we thought of

MMS. On the day we poured the

mixture in his water, we served

him food at night and he ate!!

As I'm writing this, I discovered

spots on my scalp which are

turning hard at different parts

of my head. I cut my hair three

weeks ago and I did experience

a lot of itching. This past

Saturday when I felt these

hardening spots, I asked my

daughter to examine my scalp.

She did and described the spots.

They aren't clear to see on a

camera because they are not

that big. I'm going to apply a

mixture of MMS to wash my

hair.

Looking forward to testifying of

yet another MMS victory!!

(Marko)

I have suffered from severe

allergies for 20 years, especially

hey fever. I have used MMS as

per protocol and have completly

eliminated the problems. It took

less than 2 weeks.

Also by default have resolved

problems with several skin

rashes and not to mention

migraines. They are a thing of

the past. I have suffered from

migraines since I was 14 years

old and am now 43.

It has worked very well I have

been using it now for about 3

years.

I highly recommend MMS just

make sure you follow the
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protocols!!!!!!!!!

I have recommended it to

several family member and

friends and they are getting

good results also

Cheers

(Monica)

I had asthma for year and have

seen several doctors duo to

immigration and moves. After

using MMS my asthma was

gone in 2 days flat, never to

return. I also use MMS when I

feel a cold coming up, and for

the last 2 years I never had a

cold again. MMS stops it in its

tracks.

I found that my athletes feet's

improved drastically. I bath in

it, and found that it also takes

care of some vaginal discharge.

I recommended it to several

friends who have made MMS

part of the content of their

medicine cabinet, like myself.

Jim Humble, you are star. Keep

up the good work. I believe in

you and so do my friends who

use MMS! :-)

(Littu)

You get small bottles with

erdouep suspencer, you can mix

up to 6 to drops and the suck up

the activeted MMS into the

eyedrop dispencer and fill a 0

capsule with it. Swllow imidiatly

with lots of water. magic, no

more bad taste!I’m just

surprised how many people who

have NO experience using MMS

think they are eexperts on

MMS. I use it for a year. It

health my asthma in 2 days flat.

I’m healthier then ever and still

alive. Smile..

(Brigitte)

(English translation from

Google Translate below)

I am 52 years old today. At the

age of 2 I fell ill with asthma,

which accompanied me until

about 2 years ago. I do not want

to go into detail about this

disease / suffering path. Rather,

on what helped me.

I heard about MMS for the first

time about 3 years ago. I got the

book from Jim Humble,

"MMS: The Breakthrough" and

studied it for about ½ year until

I found the courage to just try it

out. I did not know anyone who

had experience with it. But my

motivation was: If I continue

with cortisone, I'll be even sick

...., What should happen, it can

not be worse. This insight gave

me the kick to just try out MMS.

So I started:

22.12.09 - 6 drops in the

evening

23.12.09 - 9 drops

24.12.09 - 12 drops

25.12.09 - 15 drops (dizzy half

day / end of cortisone insertion)

26.12.09 - 15 drops (dizzy whole

day)

27.12.09 - 9 drops (ok)

28.12.09 - 6 drops in the

morning - 9 drops in the

evening

Etc. have continued until

31.12.2009 and then stopped,

because I had to throw up, as

soon as I thought only of MMS.

After 1-2 weeks break, I started

again, I listen to my body. This

time I used the dose much lower

......... and increased it as I felt

good.

It was an ups and downs ......... ..

take a few days - then break

again, sometimes shorter,

longer.

By taking MMS, my desire for

food changed - less and

healthier / easier, so my

stomach could tolerate MMS

much better. In addition, I lost

superfluous weight.

Since 25.12.2009 I did not need

any cortisone and I am almost

completely asthmatic - as soon

as I feel a little short of breath, I

start again with MMS. The last

time MMS has lasted for about

8 months until today.

I thank GOD for that and Jim

Humble. I congratulate Jim

Humble for his dedication and

courage !!! Thank you!!

(Patricia)

Hello Jim,

I have been in the alternative

medicine field now for over

thirty years. After reading your
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book I ordered some MMS and

after the taking 15 drops twice a

day for 10 days for the first time

in over 30 years I have NO

hayfever/allergy symptoms! I

know hay fever is not a serious

ailment yet it prohibited me

from working on my land in the

Spring and gardening is one of

my favorite pastimes.

It is so wonderful not to have

the itchy eyes, sore throat,

constantly runny nose and

feeling exhausted. MMS truly is

a miracle and I am so grateful to

you.

Blessings to you and yours of all

good things,

(Maria)

I started very slow, 1 drop per

day and then increased to 7

drops 9 times a day.  At that

moment I began with my usual

asthma attack but not as severe

as the ones which took me to the

hospital 5 times in a year.  The

amazing thing it was that I

could breath from the middle of

my upper chest while my

bottom part of lungs where full

of mucus which I was coughing.

Amazingly after 5 days with

asthma like symptoms they

stopped and I recovered after 3

weeks only.  I haven't been sick

nor taking any asthma

medicines since 5 months ago.

My blood work came negative

for Aspergillus sp.  God bless

you, Mr. Jim Humble.

(Anon Telegram)

"Took MMS1 for 2 months

which got rid of an impossible

sinusitis condition that made

me feel like I had allergies yet I

didn't test allergic to anything. I

had incredible congestion, sinus

inflammation causing breathing

problems and sleep

disturbances FOR 50 YEARS!!.

Once or twice I took a bit too

much which caused a bit of

nausea and diarrhea but I just

backed down a bit and no other

issues. I've had more reactions

from eating too many fruit than

taking too much MMS. My

husband reduced his back pain

(he's had spinal fusion surgery

almost 2 decades ago) by about

90% ..he always complained

about the pain and never does

now."

(Mario)

(from Spanish)

After multiple years suffering

from colds and allergies because

I have a history of asthma since

childhood, because all those

cold morning, for years had to

sleep with a lot of clothes and

even two pairs of socks to not

catch a cold, but I still wake up

every morning sneezing , looked

like a human machine gun

sneezing, these allergies

originated give me a lot of

headaches or migraine, that I

suffer from 13 or 15 years, where

I was first given a pill for a

headache from there as never

leave, always carried with me

from time to time had to go to a

gastroenterologist because I had

constant stomach problems,

doctors told me I had gastritis

and others because of so many

pills for migraines, they told me

I almost died with migraine as

there's no cure allergies and

even speak, and had to take care

of the stomach as it could have a

future of ulcers, apart joined my

many visits to the ENT or

pulmonologist, never knew

where to go because every time I

leave a bad flu I complicated

breathing with bronchial

spasms.

In December of 2011 before the

holidays, my gastritis had been

increased by several weeks, I

could not take even a bowl of

soup, only took jellies frost

because the horrors stomach

hurt if she ate something softer

or slight, resigned to spending

Festivities in bed, my father who

lives in Chile told me the MMS,

and sent me extra to Peru, I did

not pay attention, not ever going

to take, because I had many

doubts, besides I had scheduled

a doctor's appointment in a few

days (here in Peru make you

wait weeks or months for a

medical appointment, weeks to

take a test, testing weeks, weeks

for the results and waiting until

we can die, for we have social

insurance) In short an

afternoon where I could not

take the head or stomach pain

and gastritis pills did not effect

me, and could not take pills for

migraine because it would kill

my stomach, haha, I

remembered I had the MMS for

a corner of the house, I followed

my father and take the 1000

protocol.

1st day: 6 drops per hour, as

indicated by the old school of

the MMS, and my irregularity I

did 4 times a day, I felt a slight
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dizziness but nothing annoying,

the end of the day I noticed that

the stomach pain barely felt it

That day I had lunch frozen

apples and crackers.

2nd day: 6 drops per hour, 3 or

4 times a day, it really was not

constant, but in turn I realized

that I did not feel discomfort in

the stomach, and here note that

something great was happening,

I started researching more

about the MMS, for the 3rd day,

take it to the letter, every hour

for 8 hours a day. At this point I

decided to leave the frozen

apples and crackers to lunch,

and the whole world fear me

encourage eating soup again,

and I realized I felt that I had

absolutely not a single upset

stomach . I felt healthy stomach,

and the next day he ate

everything normally.

Remember to tell them about

my migraines?, I am the person

who always carried migraine

pills you take every other day,

for the splitting headache since I

started with the MMS, after a

week I noticed that in my desk

pads were still should have

taken during the week, note that

migraine I had come from to

begin with MMS, better even

allergies morning barely had

them.

I will not deny that today x

MMS changed my life, and

several relatives and even

friends, and tell you they are.!!

Goodbye pills, high budgets for

my flu, migraine, gastritis,

allergies, from there I

understood why I call Jim

Humble Miracle Mineral

initially and I agree with you.

I want to say something else, I

loosened the stomach at 6 days

or so, but I felt sick, that's where

lower doses and started taking

the bottle maintenance that I

always carry with me, 1 or 2

drops of activated MMS hours 8

times a day, with great apple

prepared at home and a sip

every hour .. problem solved!

Atte. Mario Guido.

Video Links for more

Testimonials:

Link 1 Link 2 Link 3
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